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PRODUCTION SYSTEMS:

MODELS OFCONTIOl, STRUCTURES

A•llen NewelZ
C.rneg(e-Mellon Univerqitv
A productiun system is a scheme for specifying an
Information processing system, It consists of a set
of productions, each production consisting of a condition and an action. It has also a collection of
data struct,ires:
eapressions that encode the Informatiý- .pon which the production swqtem works--on which
hbeactions operate and on which the conditions can be
determined to be true or false.
A production system, starting with an Initially
given set of data structures, operates as follows.
That production whose condition is true of the current
data (assume there is only one) is executed, that Is,
the action is tak'a. The resolt Is to modify the current data struct,,res. This leads in the next instant
to anothezr (posiibly the same) produ'tlon being executed,
leading to sti.l further modiftiction.
So It goes,
action aftei ,ction being taken to carry out an entire
program of processing, each evoked by its condition
becGming true of the aomentarily current collectinn of
data structures. Toe entire process halts either when
no condition is true 'hence nothing is evoked) or when
an action containmis a stop operation occurs.
Much remains to be specified In the above scheme
to yield a definite information processing system.
What
happens (u likely occurrence) if more then one production is satisfied at once? What Is the actual scheme
for encoding inforrotion? What sort of colle(tion of
data structures conqtitutes the current state of knowledge o; which thc system works? What sort o, tests
are expressible in the conditions of productions? What
sort of primitive operations are performable cn the data
and what collections of these are expressible in the
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actions of proddctians? What sorts of additional
aories are available .nd how are they accessed and
written into? How i. the production system itself
modified from withis, or is this possible? Hiowmuch
time (or effort) is taken by tI'evarious components of
the system and how do they combine to yield a total
time for an entire processing?
There are many questions which can be answered in
many different ways. Each assemblage of answers yields
a different production system with different properties
from its siblings, Taken in all, thay conatitute a
family of schemes for specifying information processing
systems. Within this family can be found almost any
process specification scheme one could like--though not
in fact all possible schemes. There are other ways of
specifying the information pr.cessJng to be done. There
are languages, such as Algol and Fortran, that take as
their basis a specified sequence of oper2ting-processes
to be performed, punctuated by test-procesees that
explicitlv direct processing to switch In nother
sequence. There are languages, such as SNOBOL, that
use productions (conditions associating to actions),
but each prodiection explicitly switches the processing
this way or that to other sequences of production.
.ook at the situation a different way. Suppose
you know about an information processing system: its
memories, Its encodings and its primitive opprations
(both tests and manipulations),
Whe' more would you
require to obtain A complete picture? You need to know
how the i,ystem organizes these primitives into an effective processing of its Knowledge. This additional
organization is called the contro aStructure.
Production systems are a type of control structure.
The purpose of this paper is Lo illustrate the
possibillcy of having a theory of the control structure
of human information processing. Gains seem possible
in many forms; completeness of the microtheories of how
various miniscule experimental tasks are performed; the
-abilitv ro pose meaningfully the problem of what method
a.bjwcL i" sies-u,- . ,
t,.
to-sggest cntT.
pna-nisas for accomplishing a task; the facilitation of
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codiparing behavior on diverse tasks.
- We illustrate by actually proposing a theory of
the control structure. We are in enrnest about the
theory; in this respect we at- being more than Illustrative. However, to be taken seriously, a theory of
control should encompaqs a subatantielly greater scope
of experiments than we are able to deal w ithhere. This
also appears to be the first explicit model of the
cv.zrol structure at this level of detail. It would
hardiv seem that details of the structure are right-even I' (as T currently believe) a production system
of some sort appears to be a suitable model of the
human coTLroT.
Our plsr. is to present a particular production
system, rioting its psychological properties, but with
no attempt to defend it against variant schemes.
Using
this system we will conduct an analysis of the basic
Sternberg paradigm, which underlies several of the
experiments discussed in the present symposium.

With

this baqic analysis in hand, we will then diqcuss in
varying levels of detail the potentialites of production systems as models for human control and the Issues
raised thereby.
PSG:

A Particular Production System

The particular production system presented here,
PSG (for productinn system version G), was developed
as a continuation vf work with problem solving in
crypt-arithmetic (Newell & Sizion, 1972, Chapters 5-7)..
The original data that PSG was designed to deal with
were about an order of magnitude grosser than the
reaction time data that currently seem most appropriate
to defining the behavior of the immediate processoy-i.e., it worked with freely nrod.-id ..iasea of a few
seconds dr•=o,._ A recent paper (Newell, 1972)
describes PSG and begins the task of applying It to
the more detailed situation, focussing on the problem
In Figure 1. All of the action in the system takes

.1.
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TOTAL SYSTEM
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Fig. 1.

Overall a.tzhItecture of PSG.

place in the Short Term Memory (ST•I), which contains
a set of fymbolc expressions. STHIs
to be
i dentifced
with the memory of Miller (1956) andtnuoh and horman
•1965),l its size Is some small number of chunks
(proverbially 7 + 2).

li prefer not to use th

erms primary and jeeond-

ary memory Introduced by .4augh and Norman,

since the

terms conflict directly with their use in computer
scie~nce.
There, prioary memory to the memory that a
processor can access for its program. secondary memory
being more remote (e.g., a disk or magnetic tape, ape
Bell & Neo-ell, 1971). What Waugh and Norman call primary, memory woui Te cellede- ýrrxbchsOsanmer or a
working meoery, SIN seems suitable as a name.,-

VISUAL !NFORMA7ION PIROCESSING

There Is no direct representation in PSG of the
various buffer memories that appeer to be part of the
Immediate processor of the human: the visual icon of
Sperling (1960), (possibly) the precategorical auditory
store of Crowder and Morton (1969), and others. The
interface to the senses is not represented as well, nor
Is the decoding on the motor side. Such deticiencies
in the architectural model undoubtedly limit the scope
and adequacy of tie system, but will not be of first
importance in this paper.
The STh holds an ordered set of symbolic expressions (i.e., chunks), The ordering shows up, as will
be seen later, in tiat new expressions always enter STH
at the front and that the conditions examiie the expressions In order starting at the front (hence the frontal
expressions may preempt iater ones). As can he seen in
Figure 1. a symbolic expression may be simply a symbol
(e.,.
CC) or it may consist :f an ordeced collection
(e.g., (EL (AA DD)) ). Thus,
symbolic expressions m4, be built up in a nested
fashion, and we can represent them in the manner of
algebraic expressions.
STH may he taken as holding
symbol tokens (i.e., pointers) to the expressions, or
it may be taken as holding the expressions themselves.
Operationally, there Is no way of teli~ng thv, difference. The degree to which an element In STMlis opaque
(Johnson, 1970) 1,; determaineo by the conditions of the
productions, which in essence are a description of what
Of 3ymbolic expressions

aspects of an expreqsion can be responded to.
The Long Term Memory (LTM) consists entirely of an
ordered set of productiona.
Each production is writtea
with the condition on the left separated from the action
on the right by an arrow. In Figure 1 only four productions are shown, PD1, PD2, PD3 and MPe4 Some of the
conditions (e.g., that of PD4) consist of only a single
symbolic expression (e.g., PD4 has AA); others have a
conjunction of two (e.g., PD1 has AA and BB).
Some
actions conqist of a single symbolic expression (e.g.,
PD3 with BB), some have a sequence of expressions
(e.g., PD4 with CC followed by DD), some have expressions that indicate operations to be performed (e.g.,
rhe SAY in PD2).

W].
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We will not, for the pu'poaes of this paper, be
considering either the question ot other tvpe, of LTM
or of storing new information

(new production,) in LTM.
on the Classes
of experiments we can consider, bui, this class still
Jneludeq many of those in the present symposium.
Our
assumption about LIM implies a form of homogenlety, but
not one that precludes having ensvatiallv distinct memerici ':or (gay) distinct modallric8--the diqtinctive-

This imposes a substantial restrictlim

hess arises from the content of the conditions, not
from the structurr• of the memory Itself.
The creation
of new expressions in ST14 is not to be taken as creating
them in LTH as well.
Thus chunking is separated from
storing the chunks In LTM so they can be retrieved
later.
As the system stands Initially, none of the prodJctioas is satisfied by thL contents of STH and nothing
However, we have shown an AA about to enter
happens.
into STM from the external world.
When it does so we
get the situation of Figure 2., Here we have shifted
to the representation of the system we will use from
now on., All tne essential elements in Figure 1 are
represented, only the various enclosing boxes and
input/output arrows are missing.
ST, now holds the AA
and has lost Lhe TT from the far right.
(The STIN in
contents cf STM.)
the figure is the initial
In Figure 3 we 'how the trace of the run, as it is
produced by the system.? At each cycle the production
that is true (i.e.,
the first
whose condition is true)
is noted, follo.-ed by each action when it is taken.,
Then the new state of STM is printed and the cycle
repeats.
The numbers to the left are a count of the
number of actions that have occurred so far In the run.
sein eoel
e¢l•N[it 50l3
_w
ln
0100• PO3
Mt. im1M
A P M ePoll)•B
00600
00700

P•04 (AA

I
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Fig. 3.

Run of PS.ONE

Let us work through the trace, explaining how the
conditions and actions operate. The only condition of
the four productions sntiufied is that of PD4, the AA
on the left side of PD4 matching the AA in STM. This
leads to the action of PD4 being evoked, first th? CC
then the DD.. Notico that AA is still in STH but RR and
SS have disappeared off the end. This can he seen in
Figure 3 at Line 500 where the contents of STm are
printed after all actions for production PD4 have been
taken.
A pioduction (ID4) having been successfully evoked,
the syotem startq the cycle over.
PD4 is of course
still satisfied qinc& AA Is still in MTh. But ID3 is
also satisfied since the DD matches the DM in STM and
the (EE) also matches the (EE (r--FF)) in CTh. This
2

pSG is a programming svstem coded In t system
building language calted L*(G) (see Newell, NcCracktn,
Robirtson and Freeman (1971) for an overview of L*(F),
the Immediate predecessor of L*((,))., PSr operates on
a PDP]O and the ri,nq in this paper %ere made on the
PDPIO system of the 11?41
Computer Science Department.:

j
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latter follows from one of several matching rules in
PSr.
This one says that a match occurs if the coadl-

tion matches ccmplete±i, starting with the first symbol
in the STH expcession brt, optionally skippIng some.
Inus (EE) would alsc match (EE (FF GG)). but would it
tatch ao expressio ,aithout Er-,,t the front, e.g.,
(FF EE).
When two productions are qimultaneously qatisfied,
the rule for resolving sch conflicts is to take the
first one in order--here PD3. The resalt of PD3's
actio• Is to put BB iuno ITN as shown at Step 2.
Notice that when PM3 was evoked the two items in
its condition moved up to the front of ST In the same
order as in the coneition. Thus, attcnded items stay
current in ST?4,rhile the others drift down toward the
end, ultimately to ýe lost. This mechanism provides a
form of autumatic ;ehearsai, though it does not preclude deliberate rehearsal.
It also implies that the
order of the items in ST does lot remain fixed, but
flops around wth toe details of processing.
At the next cycle PDI is evoked, being the first
of the productions qatisfied, which Includes PD2, PD3
and PD4. The actiso of PD1 iJnroducv, a basic encoding
(i.e., construction) operation., (OLD**) Is a new
But
expression, which will go ,.,u571 like any other.
** is a variable whose value is the front e1,-:
.
ST.3 In the case in point the front element is AA,
which was meved up bh the automatic rehearsal when the
condition of PDI was satisfied. Hence the new element
This element roe)Z es the front element,
is (OLD PA).
rather than simply pushing unto the front. 'he net
effect is to take the front elemeat anI embed it in a
larger expression. Any expression may be written 4ith
For examole, if the action oa PDI had been (XX '
**.
(YY **)), then the new element replacing PA i,, STI:
3

The constructive operation using *e is an additf.,n
There we used a replaceto PSG beyond Newell (1972).
ment operativn to modify SIM elements; her, no modification is possible.

VISOALiNrORMAT1ON PnOCSSING
AA)), creating a rather
is important Xhat the AA no

woVid have been (XX AA(YY

colp ex enc,;dinR.
"onger exist in

It

STH (i.e.,

as the second element,

after

pushing in the code), since it is necessary to modify
S•• an AA cannot re-evoke
Production,
p
The import of PDi's action is that it deactivates
the STh Item able to cjoke PIM (and Itself, as well).
'ts action
On tie next cycle only P112is satisfied,
involves SAY, which is a primitive operation of the
system that prints out the expression following it in
the -lement,: i.e., tt prints III (as shown in the
figure).
We see fro. rigure 3 that the system continues to
evoke PD2 and say HT. Frthing happens to modify STH s1
the condition of PD2 remains sntisfied. If we had
uritten:
PD2:

(CC AND 13 --

>

(SAY III) (OLD **))

then the production system woald have turned off by
marking CC as old.
We have indicated by illustration a number of
details of PSG, enough to permit us to turn to the
anzlysis 3f a substantive example, The details given
.. far are ,aot sufficient.
There is a somewhat wider
err :y of primit',,e cperatilc.s and many more details of
the matching operation for conditions (Newell. 1972).
We will introduce the additional ispects of this
si'ecifi
ion as required throughout the paper.
We
a see, even at this stage, that many assumptions are required to spc:'fy a complete control structure. Some of the , such as the 5T Itself, its
and the automatic rehearsal, constitute
rrehe: clear ?sychologlcal postulates.
Cthers, such
as the details of alctl'ing have psychological implicp.ions (presunably every aspect of the system does),
but it is hard to know how to state them directly as
itependent postulates.

""•ncoding,

![I
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The Sternberg Paradigm
Let us consider the IilMlesr nf all binary cl~ssiflcation ta~ks studied by Sternberg (19713).
The
subject mermorizea a small set of symbols, %ey digits.
This is called the pcitive apt. In a trial ýf tl-e
experiment proper the subject is given a ready signal,
followed by a digit after a short fixed delay.
The
subject responds "yes" if this so-called probe digit
is a member of the positive set, "no" if it is not.
The "yes" and "no" responses are usually encoded into
button pressings. Hany trials are given, sn that the
task becoasip well practiced, the goal being to respond
as quickly .- Vossible whiie keeping a very low error
rate, The positive -et is varied in blocks, botb as to
size and compoili ion. The rteasure taken is t'e response time (RT) f-ca presentation of the signal to
response, measured in milliseconds (ms),
The results of this expertL.•it are well known and
f'rm a basis for a numbcr of the experiments which are
discuss'd o" i'oser (Chapter 2) and Hayes (Chapter 4)
in the present symposium. Let us just summarize the
basic findings:
(1)

Responst time is linear with the rize
of the positiv set, th'eslope being in
th< range of 35-40 ms. The natural
interpretation is that a search ir made
through th posjit-v. set.

(2)

The intercert is of tb" order of 350
ams, but its absolute magnitude is never
analysed in detail since i, contains
several unknown components (e.a.,
motor response time).

(3)

The size of the positive set can be
be up to the sise normally associated
with STN, i.e., around seven elements.

-ii + •+• + • /.+++
• +++.+-• •• +•• +,+
+, ++.+,r+ +•, +,+.+.+ . . .=:

_+ +
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(4)

The slope for negative responses (when
the probe dtgit is not fi, the set) Is
the same aq for positi,,c responses
(when the probe Js III the set). This
violates the results mxpected if the
search is terminrted whenever It found
the probe in the set (which would make
the positive set appear to be oil the
average only half as large in the case
of positive responses).
This gives
rise to an interpretation of so-called
exhaustive search (as opposed to socalled self-terminating search).

(5)

There is eeseltially no serial position

effect (the time it takes to respond
to a positive prcbe as a function of
where in the positive set the probe
digit occurs). This agrees with the
exhaustive search notion.
(6)

The negative response can differ from
the positive response by a constant
amount (independent of set qize, so the
two linear curves lie parallel).
The
amount is usually about 50 ms, depending
on experimental conditions.

Much more is known about this simple task, a full
list Including all the qualifications to the above
woulj probably run to a hundred statements, rather than
thr six abr,,e. The basic recults are highly reproducIble and robust, The total set of results, however,
io by no means eabily seen to be consistent with any
simple mod,'
We can use this paradigm to illustrate concretely
whet a model of the control system ,,,volves and how it
me, as contact with experimental data.
Since we want to
reveal rth strengths and issues with reqpoct to production ,yotema we will not simply present a final system,
but will proceed by a process of atep-wise refinement.
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We Will work our way through a series of productlhn
systems until we arrive at one that seems appropciate
to the task and the A--.

PS.S1'7.I:

Tap
sediate Recognitio'n

The obvious scheme, shown in Figure !, is for STH
to contain the poqltive set, whence the p obe it introduced, loading to the attempt at Id ,ntifitaion. We
cannot just have digits as the elements in MT , since
we need to distinguish the probe digit from the posttive set digits. Thus, we encode the digits of the set
as (ELM SDIGIT,), where <DIGIT> means that any digit
can go in that place, ,.g., (ELM 5); likewise we encode
the probe as (PROBE <DIGIT>).
The class <DIGIT> is
defined explicitly at the top of the figure.
MThis
initialized with a set of three elements and a ready
signal (Line 1500). This latter simply controls the
response to attend to the stimulus.
ThL labeling of items is responsive to a general
a diversity of sources.: The subject must (normally)
h.aable to distinguish the relevant Itemb from the
irrelevant.
For instance, the positive set might consist of 2, 3. 4 and the subject (say) become aware of
the digit 5 upon a final rehearsal, so that 5 is in STM
upon presentation of the probe. We would not expect
the subject simply to take 5 as a member of the positive
00i00 0C1T, (CLAS501234.S6 89)
00200 WV' IVA5)
00300
0040e Afstecws
IccL .').
SPlNVYSE
ANVM
(SAY)
AN" (OLD..
00500 ATT)NO(Y'sCALL'OUrVIA)
00700

PS $11 -'W) PD PM PN-,I

009•0' 01
$I)11P
IAAMIVS(5fS50Q)I.l/t~l~ 'S.,))
0 0 .'10
WS
0 1 0 50 2s%*4'O t I n)
01400

.9L

F

.1600

7ig. 4.
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Immediate recognition.
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set, though whether some additional processing would be
called for is not clear. le any event, the general use
of codes that declare the nature of the item seems to
be appropriate and we will do It throughout, without
making special arguments each time.
The production system, PS.STl, consists of four
productions. The performance of the task is accomplished by PD2 and PD3,
PD2 is satisfied if there is
an ELM and a PROBE both of which have the same digit.
Thus the occurrence of the class name <DIGIT> in an
expression operates as a variable to match against the
actual items in STH. The action of PD2 is to put into
STH a response expression (in this case to respond YES)
said thet to fire as operator, RESPOND.
This operator,
shown at the top of the figure at Line 400, consists
of a sequence of actions, i.e., essentially the right
side of a production.)
There are three actions in
RESPOND.
The first action is to notice anywhere in ST'V
an element of the form (RESPONSE ANY), where ANY is a
variable that can take any symbolic expression as value
(it is declared at the top of the figure at Line 200).
NTC is a primitive operation, that performs a recognition of the same sort as is performed in the matchinq
on the condition side.
The second action is to say the
value of ANY, which is accomplished by the SAY operation
used in PS.ONE.
Finally, RESPOND marks the RESPONSE
element old, so that the system now knows (in some
sense) that it has said the response.
Production PD3 is sensitive to the occurrence of
any ELM and any PROBE, and will respond with NO.

41t thus behaves like a subroutine from a control
point of view. Houever, it works with the same STH as
do all ocher actions. %hat Is, there is no igolatio"
of its data, an there is for instance with a subro cine
for computing the sine, SIN(X), which operates IF an
isolated environment where It knows only about 'he
value of the passed operand, 1. 1Wether or not subroutine control occura and whether or tat subroitine
data isolation occurs are psychological queAtions
about the human control system.
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However, it sits behind PD2 and thus will only be evoked
if PD2 Is not, i.e., only if the probe is not a member
of the positive set. Thus, PS.STl composes its reaponse
to the task out of a recognition of membership and a
recognition that it is appropriate to respond.
The other two productions in PS.STI provide some
of the additional control to make the system behave.
2P4 responds to READY as does the opelator ATTEND.
Since we have no model of the external environment, we
finesse the matter by having ATTEND call to the console
of the user to obtain the input5 (which will be dein Figure 5, coming up).
PD1 is an analog to
PD1 in PS.tsiE," t'M., serves to recognize that the task
is done and to encode this by sazrkip the PROBE element.
The effe-t of thin Is to keep the system from saying
YES YES YES ....
as PS.ONE keeps saying HI II III ...
Figure 5 shows a run of PS.STl, fros which it cwn.
be seen that the system performs correctly in both the
positive and negative cease;. The system was reinitialized for the second trial (Line 2 6 0 0 ).C
When ATTEND
fires it prints a message to the user. The user puts
In ti.- expression after the •rempt and then executes a
+Z to return control to PSG."
Variables occur it two places in PS.STl- ANYin
RESPOND and <DIGIT, in the condition of PD2.. Tn both
cates they are ass gned a value during the course of a
match, in order to satisfy the match. But they perform

"..ribed

distinct functions.

5

Thus PSG operates in an essentially interactive
mode. The main gain, besides the usual one of flexibL.ity, is that there is no need to program an outer
en ironment.
6We might have simply put In another probe ct the
erd of the first session, without reinitializing.
However. It would not have behaved properly (why?).
7
This fZ is necessary, since the system allows the
user to do whatever he pleases after ATTEND sends its
msesagk', hence cannot know until told when the user is
finished and wishes to return control to it.
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buffer memory in addition to the M• wurking memory.
The -DIGIT' in PD2 -.erves to restrict the match to
work on digits (so that e.g., (ELM BOAT) would not be
recognized).
No Such restriction occuts with ANY.
importazs,,
it -;erves to enforce the equality
beLtpen two occurrencee c! digits, since the value
assigned at the first place will be used at the second
and give a match only if the sase digit recurs. Thus,
the multiple occurrence is performing a major function
of the task--the equality test of probe digit and mamber
digit. Whether there can be multiple occurrences of
variables in a condition is an independent psychological
question. To replace it with the praision that a
variable can occur but once on the condition side is
tantamount to making only identification possible
(including claes membership).
This would imply that a
primitive operation of equality testing would be required, to be used in the action part, The processing
implications of one assumption or the other is unclear,
since what additional memory and control iS required
within the match to accomplish multiple occurrences
depends on the mechanism used to implement the match
9
(in particular the amount and kind of paralltlism).

"More

How do we know this production system is the right
sort of mechanism, given the results of experiments?
We need to adopt an explicit timing model, so that we
can compute the total time t.ken in performing the task.
The central assumption we will make has three parts:

'C17-

8
Such facility represents good programming language
design, in which onr wants indefinite capabilities for
recursion. However, we are trying to model the human
control system, not construct a neat system.
9
We state all these issues to show that the conventions, of the production system, which may appear to
be linguistic in nature, contain substantivepsychologteal s•asumptions.
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The time to evoke tht next production is
independent of:
(1)
(2)
(3)

the number of productions in the system;
he contents of ST?;
the condition of the evoked productions.

M-A- umptions are meant only as a first approximation.
However, they do rule out time being pprtio=.sl to the
number of productions (the assumption that coise:nat- 'urilly from the-efinition of a-production systim and
its impleentation on a digital computer).
In favor of Pait ()-is the circ"tumsnee that In
writing a production system (PS.STI oj ny othbr) v*
only put down -Atew of the Londitionp to whch-the
subject Is presumably sensitive aut; c'uld respotn to•
If the situation (i.e., the contents -of STRl)-franted:
a wasp lighting on the apparatus, the smell of sooke,
an irrelevant resaTk in the backgrround, turning oft the
lights and so on, any of which would surely evoke a
noticing operation and subsequent alteration -of the
contents of STH. While reaction to such conditions
might be somewhat longer, in no way could the subject
be imagined to Iterate through all such possible conditions taking an increment of time per possibility.
Thus, the set of productions we work wLth bears no
relation to the set of productions that we envision
constituting the LH. More gvnerally, the basic control
structure is to be viewed as one of a recognition followed by an action followed by a recognition tpain-the act of evoking the next action (or mini-sequence of
actions) being the basic pulse of the system.1
Parts (2) and (3) of the assumption are not quite
so compelling and alternatives can be imagined.''
That

"1

This recognition-act cycle is to be contrasted
with the basic fetch-decode-execute cycle which is the
primitive control structure of the digital computer.

-
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all the conditions are tested simultaneously implies
that the time to determine the next production depends
on all the unsatisfied conditions as well as the one
that is chosen. Thus, no strong dependence could exist
on the particular items, and in any event all the items
In S'H must be Involved in the processing, not just
those tlht enter into the selected production.

These three assumptions imply that it takes a
constant Amount of time, call it T.evoke, to determine
the next production-to be executed. Each production,
of course, evokes a sequence of activne. The total time
"to accomplish the sequence may be variable, depending on
the exact actions that occur. The simplest assumption
is one of neriatity: th., each action takes a fixed
aouont 6f time and that the time for the sequence is
the stm of the times for each action. Even simpler is
the assumption that each action takes the same time,
call it T.aotion. Under this assumption the time for
a production with N actions can be written:
T.production - T.evoke

+

N I T.action

The special case of T.evoke - 0 is worth a moment's
attention. The obvious interpretation is that it takes
no time to evoke the production (i.e., to recognize
what action sequence to perform) asn all the time is
taken by the performance of actions. An alternative
interpretation is that only a single action can be
evoked at a time. That is, writing of a sequence of N
actions is simply a shorthand for writing N productions,
each of which has a condition and a single action. We

assert thereby that the coiditions are so unique that
only the production associated with the next action
would fire. Under this assumption the total time of a
production-as-written with N actions is:

"2

For instance, considering elements in order from
the front4•IfSIl4 and evoking the first satisfied production would-make the time dependent on the contents of

-

-.
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T.production - N * (time-to-evoke + time-for-action)
The two times coalesce to form the Tection In the top
formula.
The simpliLity of these assumptions should not be
disturbing. Their complication can be left to the
impact of specific data. Even in this simple form they
offer guidance in the analysis of a production system.
Notice, by the way, that the prodiction system has a
built In seriality in the sequence of production evocstions, independent of whether we make the serial assumption for performing a sequence of actions for a given
production.
Roughly speaking, the time to do a task is
proportional to the number of productions evoked to do
the tesk.
Given this much of a timing model, it can be seen
from Figure 5 that PS.STI produaes an answer in a time
that is independent of the size of the positive set
(essentially, T.evoke + 5*T.action).
Thus PS.STl disagrees fundamentally with the empirical results. Consequently, let us explore other methods for the task
(putting to one side for the moment what Is implied by
not using a scheme of action that seems possible

Spriori).

PS.ST2:

Terriwting Search

Figure 6 4hows a production system, PS.ST2, that
performs the task by explicitly searching through each
of the members of the positive set. PD2 in Figure 6
looks very similar to PD2 in Figure 4. However, there
!s a critical difference.
In Figure 4 the digit selected by iDIGIT, is defined by the probe; thus this seeks
out an element In MThthat has the same digit.
In
00100PS.ST2MP0
FWO
PM PDA(F051
00300

00400 POZIp0n,~ssse~
'OO.
00500
RFPON)0)00600 P03 SUM)WA MM
5ND
A 00700 P04-44I'I0W)5I
5)5(Lu4) 55 -11S(POOSZ2ý)XP5)
o~~00 5 (READ~Y
ATT
0'1

Fig. 6.

N

PSMT2:

Linear terminating search.
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Figure 6, the digit Is qelected by the first (ELM...)
in STh; only If this has the same (idit as the probe,
will Zhere be a matrh.
If this do,,sn't occur, the next
production (PM3) then modifies the first
element so that
it will lot
be sensed again by PD2.
Thus, these two
productions work through the poqtive set and will find
a match if it exists.
Only if no more elements exist,
will PD4 be evoked and say NO.
(PDi and PD5 are identical to Pi1 and PD4 respectively of PS.STl.)
The condition of PD4 Involves detecting the absence
of an element in 5TM, indicated by the ABS following
the elemert.
Thus PD4 will not he evoked if there is
an item in STM of form (ELM.. ).
This happens not to
be strictly
necessary for PS.ST2 to work, but somehow
providing a production that could be triggered to say
NO on the occurrence of the probe alone seems risky.
Suppose, for Instance, the probe arrived simultaneously
with the ready signal.
PS.ST2 would behave right; a
system with only (PROBE) in the condition of PD4 would
not, producing NO immediately,
We have now introduced all but one of the Ingre(1) the matching of items in STm;
dients of matching:
(2) the conjunction of condition elements, either for
presence or absence; (3) the use of variables and classes (which operate as variables with reqtricted domdins);
and (4) the rules for matching an elt-sont (or subelement)
of the condition with an element (or subelement) of the
SMX, namely subelement by subelement, working from the
front, but allowing the tail
of the STH element to not
be matched (e.g., (EE) matches (EE FF)).
The one addition (to occur in the next example) is (5) permitting
a variable to have an associate. Oomain locally.
An
example of this is:

(A Xl -

(B C) D)

where Xl:

This says that X1 must match (B C).
condition element matches

(A (B C)

(VAR)

Thus the entire
D), but not (A B C W),

((B C) D) or (A (C B) D),
Examination of the Iogic of PS.ST2 shows that the
rime is indeed propoetional to the size of the set

i!

,N.
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Run of PS.ST2 on positive case.
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Run of PS.ST2 on negative case.

searched requiring one evocation and one action for each
element examined that is not the prroe and then one more
(PD2 if positive. PD4 if negative) to generate the response. However, as demonstratcd in Figures 7 and 8,
PS.ST2 does a self-terminating search. It looks at all
the elements in the set in the negative case (Figure 8),
but only half the elements (on the average) in tie posItive case (Figure 7), thus making the r.±ope of the positive case appear only half of what it is in the negative case. But, as noted earlier, the evidence Is

NN

-
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unequivocal that the slopes are the same for the positive and negative casces
Furt'ermore, there is no
serial position effect (ng there ,could oe in PS.ST2).
Thus, we have not yet found a metlhod for doing the
task that has the right characteristics.

PS.ST3 and PS.-74: Encoded Repres-sntatione
The system of Figure 9, PS.ST3, Introdutes the
notion that the set is actually held in an encoded
representation (i.e_, as a chunk).
Thus, we have
changed the STH to hold some irrelevant -tems prior to
the start of the trial, At the READY signal the encoded
positive set is brought into STI (PD5).
The positive set iq encoded ao a nested set, &s can
be seen in the action side of PD5 for a set of three
elements. A set of five would have the form:
(X (X (X (X X)))). This means that a single production,
PD2, can perform the decoding b7 'epeated application.
The puw.
.
r Introducing the decoling i& that the entire
sLt must be decoded before any farther processing is
done on it. Thus, the time to jecode illi be indeperdent of s-hether the result is to be positive or negative. Thus, PS.ST3 satisfies the experimental results
that lead to the inference of the exhaustive search.
It does sc, howeve- jy attributing the time, not to
search (which 1 .une in constant rime by PD3 mid PDO4),
but to a linear time to decode the expression.
Figures
10 and 11 shaw runs on PS.ST3 in the positive and negative case that illustrate this, It
n.,
be sehn that
the time to do the task is:
T. toral - 2*T.action + N*(Tevok-v 4 3*T.action)
Examination of PS.ST3 shows that what enforces thK
compulsive decoding beiore testing in that PD2, the
decoding production, occurs before PD3 and PD4, tne
comparison and response productions. Why don't we
aý-uly reverse Lhe order? Then we should catch the
elements as they are being decoded, and reinstitute a
termination search. Figure 12 shows the result, using
PS.ST3X which is simply a reordered version of PS.ST3.
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Run of PS.,T3 on negativ•e case.

Trou01e results, as we see,
.1

since PY4 responds to th)

non-satisfaction .f PD3 by declaring NO immediately,
thus causing an error.
lihat roays exist of patching up the system 00 it
avoids the dfficulty of Figure 12, while preserving
the self-terminating features? P1)4 must be inhibited
decoding gRes on, whereas PD3 must not be. The
Fhile
simplest rolution is to split the t"oproductions,
putting
c D3 ahead of Pn2 and PD4 afterward.
Thes works
utoi
fine. Other alternatives Involve making Pre

cnnditional-upon t2e set being completely decoded.
can-Il'

I

Pi+i•:

This

dote, for itstance, by changing PD4 to:
((PROBE) AND(SET) ABSS
---

(PESPONSE NO)

RESPOND)

Thus, although introducing the iden of decoding permitted us ti produce a version with ti-ecorrect timing
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properties, we have found minor variations of the name
scheme that re-insLate the terminating condition, and
appear to be somewhat more effcient than the exhaustive scheme.
Figure 13 shows an alternative form of encoded
representation that appears to overcome these difficulties. A set is now represented by a linear expression,
e.g., (SET A S C D). Such sets cannot be decoded recursively, but require a set of productions, one member
for each set size, Thus, PD2 to PD5 in PS.ST4 accomplish jointly the decoding of a set in STH Into its
-elemsents. The rocognition of the larger sets occur
before Smaller ones, since by the matching rules of PSG.
the productions for smaller sets would also be satisfied by larger sets. The maximum sixe set admitted in
?S.ST4 is four elements; it could be extended to any
specific upper limit 12
The decoding sow occurs within the action sequence
of 3 single production. Thus, it takes minimal time
(NAT.action) and there is no opportunity to slip in the
evocation of a production (i.e., PD6) that would terminate the search. The rest of PS.ST4 is the same as in
PS.ST3. Figure 14 shows a run on a ponitive case that
illustrates how the decoding goes.
Throughout the discussion we have ignored where
the positive set came from. In the first examples
(PS.ST1 and PS.ST2) we simply posited the elements in
STH initially. In the later examples (PS.ST3 and
PS.ST4) we posited a set in LTM already assimilated into
a production and in the encoded form we wished to work
with. We have set to one side the way new productions
are created In LTH (i.e., the question of LTH acquisition as it chows up in our system), but the mechnnics
of encoding are within our purview.
Figure 15 shoes PS.STS, which is an iugmentation
of PS.ST4 to encode a sequence of incoming elements

*
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"The capacity of STH would appear to limit the size
of the sets that could he successfully decoded; Ra also
tould -ht capacity cf thq variable buffer store.
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Run of PS.974 on positive case.

into a set with the linear encoding. Figure 16 shows
a run where thiq encoding occurs, stopping at the point
where one would go into the rest of the Sternberg task
Again, there has to be a
with a READY and a (VROB9).
separate production for each set size, since each Item
of the set has to be acquired (with a variable) and
then the new set created. A similar program can be
writter, to construct sets in the nested representation.
In this case, only a pair of productions is needed (as
shown in Figure 17, which gives only the encoding part
This pair has th(: property
of the complete system).
that it can construct indefinitely large sets, though
be decoded stop by step.
of course the sets must still
We have attended primarily to the equality between
the olope of the response time for positive responses
and negative responses, when response time is plotted
against the site of the positive set. However the
negative response can differ from the positive response
This
(Point 6 in our list of empirical properties).
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affect can be attributed to a resopnse bias-that Is,
the subject sets himself to respond one way, e.g., YES
so that the expected response occurs more rapidly than
the unexpected one. Such a bias could presumably be
adopted in either direction, which to in accord with

the empirical findings.
(For instance, if there Is an
appreciable frequency difference between the occurrences
of positive and negative instances, then the response
is quicker to the more frequent.)
Given a system ouch as we have been considering,
we can ask how, or whether, a response bias can be
programmed to permit a more rapid response in one or
the other case. Figure 18 shows a solution, PS.ST7,
that puts the (RESPONSE YES) element in STI in advance,
so it c'es not have to be done by the positive response
prcduction (PD6).
We do not show what determines which
way the bias goes; from the structure of the production
system it could be either way. The actual siuo of the
bias depends on the difference between PD6, which vow
simply executes RESPOND, and PD7, which has the burden
of changing the response to NO. We have shown three
different productions, PD7A,10PD7B and PD7C. The first
does not-bother to neqtralize (RESPOND YES). but simply
puts a (RESPOND NO) ahead of it in STI. Presumably
this raises some problems about a freely wandering
(RESPONSE YES), but perhaps this could be neutralized
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PS.ST77:

MSSTS with response bias.

The final-production system, PS.SIT7, comes Close
to satisfying the several empirical propositions listed
earlier: the linear dependence on set 'size, the
equality of slope for positivp and negacive eases, the
constant difference between positive and negative cases,
and the lack of a serial position effect.
However, the situation is not perfect. We can
write the total response time asn
T - T.external + 3*T.evoke
+ (6 + X)*T.action + *T.action
where X - 0 for the positive case
X - 1, 2, 3 for the negative case
for lDIA, Bi C respectively.
Actually, this equation contains a small addition to
the Constant part. If the system is actually-run
through both the encoding and decoding stages then
(RgStoS~s gets lost from STH before it is called by
(PROBE) after decoding. This can be avoided by the

7s

addition of another production that brings (RESPONSE)
go the front when (PROBE) Is first detected:
P5K:

S -•

<READY AND (PROBE)

AND (RESPONSE)

-

(OLD *))

This production goes right after P1). It marks READY
as old to:avoid repetition of PD)XItself; READY has in
4ct~doe its Job ot'control3nsg the encoding and
*niiitsatI
the response-Vihe (PROIE) -oScurs. POK-audesnnT.evoke ýand one T.action to the constant part of- T
above, since -;it is evoked on-every occailo•ý
-- The experimental value-of
ai slope of tise
a-tanst set size Is-•around-35 mas. Hance from the'
equatibn above, T.action must be around 35 me. The
diffirenee between positive- and negat ive- ases ts
either 1, 2, or 3 times T.action, which is to say,
either about 35, 70, or 105 ma. Empirically this
difference is often found to be around 50 mas, which
lies halfway between the two values for A and B.
Notice that both the slope and the positive-negative
dlif•:.cnce araedetermined solely by T.action. T.evoke
enters the equation only as part of the total ordinate.
since this also contains various peripheral-perception
and motor response times (here symbolized by T.ezternal),
ther. is no way to derive any independent information
about T.evoke.
The best we can do,Is make a check of
reasonableness.- Since the total ordinate Is around
350 us, there is about 140 masavailable for T.external +
3*T.evoke, which does not seem out of bounds if T.evoke
Is not too large.
There is little point In attempting to assay the
seriousness of the discrepancy between the theoretical
and empirical values for the positive-negative difference
or to explore various potential explanations. The model
is still
enough within the ball park to remain worth
considering. Other more pressing issues ne4 exposing.
- Let us note-wheat the control structure has accomplished for us so far. First, we have been able to
approach the task of binary classification in the
Sternberg paradigm as a prograwaing task. We could
tell when an arrangement accomplished the task and when
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Once a viable production system was
it did not.
discoveredt, all of its properties were fixed, to the
that we had settled on an explicit timing model.
Thus, explicit predictions follow for the entire range
of inputs.
It this view PSG represents the basic structure
of the human information processing system. It follows
thctany program written in PSG should be a viable
program for the subject. Only such an assumption permits us simply to program the task in PSG. However,
has been, provided to determineiwhich of all the
feasible production systems will come to govern the
subject's behavior. Our example makes clear that the
multiple production systems are possible. Without a
theory of which system is selected the total view
remains essentially incomplete.
Ceneral considerations of the adaptiveness of
human behavior lead one to adopt the following:

"extent

"nthing

Principle of adaptation: Other things
equal, the subject will adopt that
production system that more closely
obtains his goals.
It is, after all, a principle of this sort that leads
us to believe that the subject will come to perform the
task at all, once instructed. For we do not believe
that the subject comes equipped with a preformed organization for doing the Sternberg task (before encountering it for the first time). This organization is composed in response to the demanis of the task, i a., the
subject himself selects this organization, presumably
from among others that he could adopt that would not
solve the task. That he should also be able, say, to
us* one organization that takes less time than another
is simply another application of the same principle.
Why then does not a subject use the more efficient
NVe do face verifying that the program does in fact
work, i.e., debugging the progran. -While simple for
the task at hand, it can become a serious problem.
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schemes, such as PS.STl which recognizes the aetion in
independent of set size end (importantly) less
than fo. Ihe other systems? Resolution can be sought
in several ditr.tions.- Possibly the timing model is
wrong, or the particulnr structure of PSG, or the
general structure of product.n systems. A different
sort of possibility is that addti.tnal constraints
exist that limit the production systma_.yhst are possible or selected. For euample, if the sub3c.t.can't
learn a given tyte of production system or asse•bl. it
on-demand, then it can be excluded from the feasible
set. Something of this sort, pornaps, makes us hesitate nt splitting the response productions on both
sides of the decoding productions in PS.ST3 (Figure 13).
We have reason to be leery of the linear ordering of
productions, since we do not interpret a production
system as considering productions serially, but rather
in parallel. If productions are not completely independent, but axe developed in subsystems, arbitrary
ordering may not be possible.
Notice that-the set of all production systems
plays a somewhat different role here than does, say,
the set of all Karkov processes in mathematical learning theory.
in both-cases the set in question is
indeed the set of all theories under consideration.
But with the Harkov process the problem of selection
is one of descriptive adequacy (i.e. ,of -the fit to the
data), In the present case, Since the scction is
ascribed to the subject (by a not yet formulatod process, unfortunately) we mustcrnfront the issur,-of why
psychologically one rather than anothet productiun
system occurs--in addition to the quastion-of wheLher
it fits the data.
Leaving to one side for the moment the major %ague
just raised, working with the production systems has in;
fact led us down a somewhat new path in theorizing
about the basic phenomena in the Steinberg paradigm.
The basic linear effect is ascribed not to a search
process but to a decoding process. This solution was
discovered in the attempt to find a production system
that fit the- Dasic phenomena. One can find in the

S
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literature some suggestions that encoding may be
involved (e.g., Steinberg, 1970), but no genuine
presentatio
f such a theory is known to me. This
at least- ilL
rates that the additional level of
detail of a control system theory serves to generate
new hypotheses about the mechanisms Involved.
This assumption about decoding is sufficiently
uovel and sufficiently central to the model, that it
rates additional investigation. This will let us explore additional aspects of what a detailed theory of
control can provide.
The Decoding Hypothesis
We wish to explore the decoding hypothesis and
attempt to discover whether it is reasonable mr
whether (as introduced) it is to be viewed as . feut
ex t•ahina to permit the construction of a prc ',iction
system that happens to fit the empirical data. 'here
are two directions (at least) in which to look. virst,
we can search for basic theoretical reasons why the
decoding should exist. Second, we can look at other
tasks to see whether they too seem to require the
decoding hypothesis.

Why Dcode?
The argument stares from the generally accepted
view (within an information processing theory of human
behavior) that subjects encode atioili ubiquitously.
Hence, the argument goes, the system is simply unable
to pick a production system that does not do the encoding, hence the dec~ding,
The argument has perhaps some force, though it is
better when kept r..'er general.
In detail, it would
not seem to rule out the decoding of the set upon receipt of the ready signal, rather than the probe, so
that by the tim, the probe came along only the instantaneous matching productions would need to be evoked.
This would not be possible in the dynamic versions of
the task where the set is given sequentially right up
to the problem. But we know that the behavior in the
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static task (the positive set in LTH) and the dynamic
task (the positive set given each time) are essentially
the same. Thus we must still face the issue: Why not
decode the positive set into STM at the ready signal?
Let us return to the question of adaptive behavior
raised in the prior section in a more pointed way: Why
should the subject encode and decode a set rather than
leave it in STh where the task can be performed in a
single recognition (as in PS.ST1)? Consider the following assumption:
Asew~ntion of lbweZiabZe STM: The
contents of STM are sufficiently
variable, noisy and unreliable that
the subject will adopt production
systems with lower risk from SIM
unreliability.
Unreliability of STM could be the case because it fades
rapidly or because it is the confluence of uncontrolled
input from many sources, both from LTH and from perception, The production system itself is consonant with
such a view. Imagine, as argued earlier, that the
small production system that we use to describe the
program of the subject is really embedded in a very
large system. From time to time other productions may
be evoked instead of the ones in our snt. The only
effect of these, mostly, may be to add junk to the
memory and to add some time to performance (a few
T.evokes and T.actions).
From a control point of view
the process looks like cycle-stealing (as it goes on
in most computers today for input/output).
From a data
point of view it makes Lhe STM unreliable.
Given such a situation the rational way to obtain
reliable behavior is to work with programs that are as
qafe as possible--in which the parts of the program are
praitively coupled.
In the case at hand, if the total
organization (our PS.ST7) both dumps the elements into
STH and then tests for a match, then the test production
can operate with the knowledge that the elements of the
set are all there. It is a reliable method for solving
the problem. if the system (PS.ST1) simply scans

-.
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whatever is in STH at the probe signal when the seta
was dumped earlier at the ready signal, then it is not
safe. The chance of a spurious NO is appreciable and
even the chance of a spurious YES increases. What if
4
the subject thinks about some posg ble element during
the interval between READY and PROBE--he has no way of
guaranteeing that he will be able to distinguish it
from a true element. Note that he cannot process such
a stray thought, since processing conflicts with being
prepared to react to the PROBE when it comes.
This argument ,ssentially introduces a second

criterion,

reliabhirly,

in addition to speed as a

governor of the production system that the subject will
construct.
We have thereby preserved the principle of
adaptation. Against this we have only . qalitntive
notion so far of how to assess the reliability (as seen
by Lhe subject) of a proposed production system.
In
the case at hand, an ad hoc argument goes some ways
toward establishing that the speedier production system
is less reliable then the slower one (which is also the
empirically correct one)., We should at least package
this assumption in a principle:

ix.

PrinoipZe of Coupled Systems: When
attempting tc behave reliably the
subject uses production systems
where early evoked productions
produce guarantees on the contents
of STH that can be utilized by
later productions (thereby coupli.g
the productions together).
The argument above leads directly to two qualitative hypotheses, one rather easy to verify, another
much harder. First, if the selection of PS.ST7 over
PS.STl is due to a requirement for reliability, then
releasing that requircment s91.l. move subjects to
adopt PS.ST1.
Aq mentioied a. the beginning of the
paper, the conditions for the Sternberg paradigm are a
low error rate (of the order of a few percent).
If one
permitted much higher error raes and paid off for speed
only, one should see the slope disappear.
It is unknown

0
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,~of course, how much the error rate woul~d go up, since
of the reliable system is based op a choice
"selection
of the jubject In the face of a task dtmand, not on
demonstrated fellrer of the faster algorithm. This
experiment should be rather easy to carry out and Indeed
the.eseential facts may already he known (though I don't
The second hypothesis comers from noting that we
boy*an'turitance of the speed-accuracy trade-off, which
:ýi47gonaral phenomenon much studied In the literature.
Oii o~f tha(, features of that literature (which we cannot
da
reavew- heis) is that no mechanisms are proposed as to

-boi-a pead-accuracy trade-off is possible. One of ten

proposes~to "spresent suc~h- a trade-off by a criterion
u tfor how
ykolde
suchpsa~e
th~s never wha
is embedded
a ecagd
within a model
paree-ter effects a shift to greater speed at the
expetse of accuracy or vice 112sM.
The hypothesis theei
'is _thart the space of feasible programs is indeed roletiVely-large and that selection (coiwtruction) of different productiCon systems vitii slightly different speeds
and velisbilitice provides the underlying abi lity of the
subject to trade off speed for accuracy.

Within this

hypothesis, the freedom of prograimability of productionI
systemse far frnm beinag a disturbing &.heoretical feature
(ref ~ecting a preference that a unique. proc~uction System
exist for a tacit); is an essential aspect 3f the human
Information processing system.
We stats these two hypotheses to poInt out how
having a epecif ic theory of the control system Is able
to generate hypotheses of the rather global nature long
favNreJ by experimental psychology.r
Newrnov SPaf
A major advantage of a theory of the control system

1!ýthe applicashility of the theory to a wide range ofI
tasks. One should bea able to test an hypothesis, such
as the decoding hypothesis, against its Indicated use
in other tasks. A-particularly transparent task from
-this
viewpoint is the standard auditory memory span

test.
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We can take the task as receiving a scquence of
elements, each of which can be perceived as a chunk.
When the signal to repeat occers, the subject is to
repeat the sequence exactly.
Figure 19 gives a production system PS.MS1, for
performing the memory span test In" the most obvious
way. The subject lets the elements accumulate in STH1
aud then. upon REPEAT, proceeds to respond with each
one. It keeps from rppeating an element by marking
element used. Thus, we get a production system
of only three productions: PDl to emit the response
and mark old; P02 to terminate the trial by deactivating REPEAT when no more elements are left; and PD3 to
attend to the environment.
%'e do not include an initial ready signal in this simple version.
Figure 20 gives a run of PS.MSI on a sequence of
three elements.
We have modified the executive structure so that the ATTEND operator goes to a list,

Iseh

STL14ULUS (given at the top of the figure), and attends
to each symbol succeisively. Although all members of
the sequence are emitted, the system does not obtain
them in the corrt.et order. A moment's consideration
shows that this Ie not a fluke. The SW14is indeed a
stack-like memory which performs gonerally in a lastIn first-out manuetr.
Vow can this order be reversedt There are two
directions to explore: reversing at response time; and
reversing at input time so that the response process
works off -,omething in the right ordr. Let's consider
each in turn.
Simply tring to pick u, the last element of a
given type in STH appears difficult. The subject
(i.e., the production system) knows about the elements
only that they belong to the same type (e.g., ase marked
ELI).
The nature of the match is such thau the more
00100

MktS,
W-ni

PW01)

00200
00W0 P3. AY.

Fig. 19.

f~e

PS.1VSl:

Simple PS for mery span.
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As a final example A thte
revarse-while-redisPlnxtg
strategy, the system could respond internally as in
Figure 20, which reverst~s the order, and then respond
again externally, thus emirttbg them in the right order.
This is also a conceivable strategy and In slightly
different circumstonces can be detectad (e.g., in reciting an alphabet backwards, McLean & Gregg, 1967). It
soemgsoa unlikelystrategy in the-simpie memory span.
It should- pr:oduce- a substantial delay before the firat
response; further, the task of repeating the set backwards should be easier than repeating it forwards arnd
should not have the delay. Empirically these seem not
to be the case.
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- imng to strategies of reversing on input, the
S. .. ap-t~o do this for each element at each unment of
Input•cro~tva a fair, amount of thrashing, in which the
-set of already wdered elements must be brought in

-fronr of asch new eesent and still left In the sam
-A seecondu scheme I* to encode the elements on
Input, just as we have done for the Sternberg task.
This laves a single chunk in SIM which is decoded in
the right order at response time. Figure 21 gives asystem. PS.NS2, for this encoding. To show
the relationship to the Sternberg task we have labeled
the productions with the ones they correspond to in
I0 07 (Fiwire 18), the final production system for
-che Sternberg task, Pr.Aiuctions PDI and PDL.l are the
response productioas and s.:qunique to the task. Production PDL.I is the response production for the memory span task, and takes the place of PD6 and PD7 in
the Steinberg task. PD12 in the Ste•nberg task sets
the response bias. This is not a feature of the memory
span task, so it is missing as well. Corresponding
productions are not oil identical.
The tencoding
productions (PD8 - PD11) are -the seaw. - I owever, the
decoding productions (PD2 - P115) are responsive to
To aake them identical
RIEPUAT rather than to (PROBE).
would require &nother level of indirectness-one that
might- be- expected perhaps in the early stages of performanceawhen-the subject, in effect, meat interpret-
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the signal in terms of a common meaning--to decode),
but would presumably be adapted out with practlce.
Finally, PDl, which recognizes the end of the task, is
responsive to different features in the two tasks.
Figure 22 shove a run of PSMS2 on a three element
sequence, which can be seen to perform appropriately.
Let us sutmarize. -Substantively, we have found
-that the encoding'hypothesis is noat -oly Consistentwith behavior in another Aistinct task, but proviLtes
an- apprupriate -solution to a difficulty (the ordering)
that arises from the appliceatin of a naive formulation.
We showed, however, that it wes+not the ofly way to
Some of the alternatives,
overcome the difffci•ltyy
despite-oour disparagement, clearly represent alternatives to-be considered further. We indicated some
Neverwhich they appear to operate.
other tasks in
theless, the encoding hypothesis comes through appearlng substantially less ud hwo.
Methodologically,-we say that It was relatively
ee) to move to a new task-and to construct a theory
thats t•A substantial contact with the initial one.
care one could insist that exactly the
With a little
sam ttrecty (i.e., the same total production system)
be aba-t a perform both tasks. To be sa-re, some of
the prod,-tions will be unique to eacit task. Indeed,
they mist be if the unique aspects of a task are to
be represented.
the decoding
for order
In seeking ofsupport
phenomenon
response
we have hypothesis
taken the in

-1
:-: --

S•

-

-

~the

-

-

structure of the STH to be fixed. As we observed
earlier, it to the last-in first-out character of the
S
that creates this problem and makes it a fundamental
one. Alternatively, the solution might lie in changing
One canaearthe structure of the underlying system.
tainly construct STh models that have a first-fn firstout character and thus make the response order identical
to input order. However, such systems must ultimately
have other problems. For the underlying empirical realicty is that humans appear to behave in positive time
order (first-in first-out) in the short run and in
inverse tim order (last-in first-out) in the long run.
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Thus, there Is a reversal at Same stagil (froat prtsaey
"to~cency, if you like to think of It thet soy)ad
th, -structureof the system must accovat for both
aspectsApplication* of the Theory'
tSe have- now devoloped a theory of the simple
SterO~ari b1nary classification task-that bas modest
RtiAndlt. 'It should be posuible 'to apply It to the
experfments-discussed In this _jqaosium -that Make use
of similai task situations. To do thise
properly reqýýIrea that we exteW4 the theory to these variant
#ituations. wimch siT y- did to the uemy *pan -teak,
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keeping aq much communality with the original situation
However, there is a limit to an introas po:;slblt,.
ductory paper and to go into the results of Posner
(Chapter 2) and Hayes (Chapter 4) in detail exceeds
Thus, we must be content with a cursory
those limits.
Methodologically, we
examination of a few aspects.
can make a virtue of this restriction, since it provides the opportunity to apply the theory in a qualitative way, thereby illustrating how such applications
might go.

PerceptuaZ E'nhancement
The brief discussion in Posner's paper on the
phenomenological experience of perceptual enhancement
of the successful item in a Neisser paradigm offers a
lie observes that Cavanagh and Chase
simple example.
(1971) found that in a Sternberg task with two probes
(one positive, one negat.-e) the positive one only was
1'osner's argument was that-this controverted
enhanced.
the enhancement as an indicator of the
of
the use
boundary between pro-attentive and attentive processes,
the search) went
since much attentive processing (i.e.,
on prior to the enhancement and did so for both probes.
The present model offers a somewhat different
Presenting two probes rather than
characterization.
one has no effect on the linear-time component, which
It might have an effect on the
is the decoding Lime.
intercept if the two probes are themselves encoded in
One and only one of
some way, or enter STH serially.
The
the probes evokes the positiie production (PD6).
Thus a
other probe simply does not evoke anythinf.
probes. 4
single decoding operates for both
Examination of the production system puts the

14

The actual slopes are somewhat higher than the
It
This complicates the interpretation.
usual 35 ms.
suggests (as only one among several alternatives) that
some subjects may have processed each probe separately
and that the data represent a mixture of methods.

-
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enhancement effect on PI)6, which is to say on the
multiple occurrence of a variable in the matching.
Thin offers a clue about how one might explore the
details of the match processes.
However, the present
model does not offer a clear interpretation of preattentive versus attentive processes.
First of all,
the model does not include a perceptual component so
that one can determine whether the match is or is not
part of the same apparatus that carries out perception.
No matter how one determines the latter question, the
match (the selection of the next production), and hence
the enhancement, is involved intimately
with whatever
15
can be called attentive processes.
Having gone this far, it is tempting to state a
hypothesis about the locus of conscious experience.
It is not to be associated with the content of any
memory, not even of STM whi-lo defines-Ti an operational
sense what the subject is momentarily aware of, i.e.,
to what he can respond to in the next tens of milliseconds. Rather, phenomenal consciousness is to be
associated with the act of matching, and its content
is given by the set of STH items extracted by the
matched condition. Thus, it is an ephemeral fleeting
thing that never stays quite put and never seems to
have clearly defined edges (the never-step-into-thesame-river-twice phenomenon).
It seems like an interesting hypothesis. That the hypothesis can be stated
in such a precise form is attributable to'having a
detailed model of the control structure.
Recency Effects
Posner's paper discusses several Sternberg-like
tasks in detail. A prominent feature of his data is

1

"eThe diffuseness of this discussion only shows that
each theory puts its own classification on phenomena
and one cannot easily discuss one in terms of the other
(attentive versus pre-attentive derive from a certain
rough model of the total machinery).

ii

i
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the non-linear relation to Positive set size.

This

leads him to plot all of 1'is
graphs against the
logarithm of set size, since this tends to linearize
the curves somewhat. This decision of how to display
the data makes me uncomfortable, I confcss, since it
seems not to be theoretically motivated. In fact it
serves to obscure, rather than clarify the explanation
Poener provides in passing. fienotes that the effect
may be a recency effect on the first item, namely, that
subjects respond more quickly to sets of'size one than
to larger sets. If this is so, then the curves should
be linear for set sizes greater than one. However, all
the data are limited to three sizes, 1, 2 and 4, and
thus so direct empirical test of this is possible.
This reccncy phenomenon appears to be not unknown
elsewhere in the literature on the Sternberg task and
seems to be associated with-idynamic presentation-defining the set just prior to test--with a relatively
short delay between set definition and -robe.
Posner's
experiments fit this format, since they run from set
to probe continuously (at half second pacing) and
without warning.
An explanation is not far to seek within the
present theory, consisting of both the production
system framework and the decoding hypothesis.
With
set size of one the system delays encoding until the
second element arrives. If instead the probe arrives,
then there is no decoding step; rather, the system
simply responds.
In fact, if one runs the full range
of set sizes one finds the recency effect. From the
formule given 1earlier,
which expresses the correct
6
linear growth.
one gets:
T(l) - 2*T.evoke + 6*T.action + l*T.action

"- 3*T,evoke
.- -

+ 7*T.action

16n deriving that formula we simply did not reflect
the special circumstances of the special case. A careful enough analysis would have revealed it, of course,
and perhaps the perspicacious reader in deriving it
independently detected the flag.
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The measured value is:
TM' - 2*T.evoke + 5*T.action
This provides a difference of T.evoke + 2*T.action,
which is something in excess of 70 ms, taking the 35 me
figure for T.action. This is somewhat high for the
measured values, which run 40 - 60 mas. As with the
discrepancy on the response bias, we do not know whether
ornot to be disturbed by the approximate fit. Basically, the ambiguity of interpretation arises because
the experimental numbers are averages over trials and
over subjects. This means aey are undoubtedly generated by mixtures of strategies to some unknown extent.
Posner's Figure 2 shows a strong serial position
effect for a set size of four. This is a recency effect
in which the last item (the fourth) is processed about
50 ma faster than the other three, which are reasonably
constant,
Our theor$ as it stands does not handle this,
since itproduces the recency phenomenon only for setri
of one. We can extend it to the new situation, however,
if we assume that the subject can react to the last
elemeut directly, even though he has also encoded it.
The sizc of the effect indicates that this happens sometimes, but not always, so that the data would be a
mixture of two ways of doing the task. If this is the
explanation, we should also find recency effects for
the other set sizes.
In general terms, such & explanation is consistent
with the nature of production systems. There is no
reason why the responding production (PD6) should not
pick up the data of the unencoded element directly.
In fact the ability to short circuit a longer process
and to mix methods would seem to be a major point in
favor of production systems, providing a detailed
explanation for variety and lability of behavior.,
However, as our experience on the several production
systems should indicate, it may not be trivial to construct the production system to get the recency result.
We may find that it works just as well on all members
of the set, if we fix it up to work on the most recent.
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Wmereas recency Seems consistent with the unreliability
assumption oi SIM, so that the subject might trust the
most recent one but not the older ones, the system may
not be able to toll the two situations apart. We
mention these potential dIEficultier to indicate the
gap between having the right sort of theory and having
it deliver the right predictions in detail.
Continuous Sternberg Experiment
Enough work has been done with the Sternberg paradigm to accumulate a number of experiments whose interpretation appears to pose extreme difficulties. One of
these is an experiment by Sternberg and Scarborough
(1969).
Unfortunately it has not been replicated nor
extended, but it is still
worth attempting an explanation in terms of the present theory.
Briefly, a subject was given a fixed positive set.
Then he uas tested with 20 probes in sequence.
Exactly
one probe was positive or.none was. The time between
probes was 70 ma, so the entire set of 20 probes went
by in under 1.5 seconds, The subject was to react to
the positive probe in the usual way. The result: the
reaction time was identical to that in the basic task,
being a linear function measured from the time of the
probe, with a slope of about 35 =a and an intercept of
rbo'ut 350 ms.
This result is extremely difficult for search
theories to deal with. Sternberg and Scarborough erect
an ad hoc pipeline processing system with stages for
each probe. The present theory produces the essencial
result on the assumpti'- t'it the probes trigger the
decoding of the set, thus filling STh with both probes
and elements.
Due to the unreliability of STh, if a
hit gets made, the set Is decoded again to confirm the

hit.
Figure 23 gives a production system, FS.CST1, for
the continuous Sternberg task. It differs somewhat,
as it must, from PS.ST7, the production system for the
basic task. We have kept the names of productions the
same, so that the correspondence is evident, Mostly,
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PS.CSTI:

PS for continuous Sternberg task.

productions drop out.
Since the subject has the set
in LTH, no encoding productions are needed (though they
could have been left in the system).
Instead, PD12 is
modified to put the positive set into STH, either on
the ready signal or whenever there is an indication
that some elements vight be lost from ST4. The cues
to this are there not being any set in STI, either 17
undecoded--(SET) ABS--or decoded--(OLD (SET)) ABS.
Thus, the system dumps sets into STH at every ineication, so to speak, in an'attempt to avoid losing some
elements of the positive set from SIM.
Decoding of a set takes place whenever there is a
set in SIM to be decoded and a probe to initiate it.
Since there is a cootinuous stream of probes (once they
start), decoding takes place Immediately (and produces
saall refractory periods).

The tesk itself e'ictates

the removai of• the negative responae predu•'tion

since the .est is only for presence.
production system could have
at the end of tho sequence.)
production (PD6) is modified
proLe and set element with a
The key production is Pst.l,
17

(PD7),

(Actuallyt the )

been expanded tO. say NO
The positive ranponse
to only sense an identical
marked probe (with MARK).,
which responds to an

The vigilant reader will notice an error in the
91gure, namely the AND missing between two cnndition
elements of PD12. The Interpreter does not in fact
require the AND. Thus it behaved correctly, eo that
the error tes not noticed until later.
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R~un of FS.CST1.
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identical probe and met element by warking the probe
and reinltializing the positive set. This realizeb
th.._ checking assumption.
Figure 24 shows a rum of PS.CSTI with a two element
set, consisting of (ELM 4), to be matched to the probe,
and (EIM A). the Irrelevant one. The executive for the
run was modified so that it case tu the console on
almost every other action. At 35 = per action, this

approximated a 70 =-interstimilus duration.

The

experimenter forced an element into STm at each of
these times, statting with REM)Y and than, after a
slight wait, a sequence of probes.
Examination of the
no shows that it reacts to (PROBE 4) appropriately,
marking it, going through another decode and responding
YES, despite the fact that other probes are being
entered throughout.,
The system deals with the main effect in an
appropriate way. It would appear to have a slightly
higher intercept, which was not found in the experiment.
Vluwever, this is an uncertain measure. since Zhe absolute value of the intercept is always contaminated.
Also, a somewhat higher error rate might be expected,
due to the chances of missing the match with PDL.1 if
the probe arrives and M has just lost the key set
element. However, experimentally the error rate
remained low. It Is possible that the scheme of PS.CSTI
is in fact ralatively reliable, but it requires more
exploration than has been done.

A Difficutt grporisent
The impressicn should nom be that the- theory in
unchallenged. The total sat of Stern;'zrg-like experiments is too diverse for thet. For instuce, the
theory appears to have geeat difficulty wth another
The positive
experiment reported by Sternberg (1970),
set (digits) is stored in LTY and Its tr&asmtisson Into
STH is held in abeyance by an auxiliary M ".-skof
remembering a set of letters. Sometimes the subject
gets a probe digit to classify as in the positive set
or not. Sometimes he gets a signal to repetc the letter

i.
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set. which helps to assure that he attends to the
letter set prior to the signal. The result is a slope
of about twice that of the formal paradigm (which was
run as a control)--namely, 80 me versus 40.
The intercept is also higher by sbout £00 us in the experimental
s1tuatlon.
Sternberg interptets the higher slope as being due
to the time -to transmit the positive set from LTH -to
SM, which is a close analog of the-decoding hypothesis.
The di.ficulcy for the present .theory is that, if this
is a decoding, -then the slope should be exactly the
same as in the control -case, since both have involved
one act of decodiog. Alternative interpretations are

always-possible4 but none has occurred that coaea close
-to resoling -this experirental result.
Conclusion
Let us sum up what we have done in this paper.
(I) We introdeced the notion of a control structure.
(2) We introduced a general class of systemsproduction system-that could-serve as modles of the
human control system. (3) We developed '.n dctail a
specific production system--PSG--which incorporated
assumptions about the structure of the human information processor. (4)We exercised the theory on the
basic Sternberg binary classification experimont, which
led tn an additionsl psychological assumption-the
decoding hypothesis. (5)We pursued in lesser detail
some other applications-the memory span end some
aspects of the experiments in Posner's paper.
Our intent throughout has been jointly substantive
and methcdological and we have mixed the two thoroughly.
In the remainder of the conclusion we will attempt to
sort out the main points and issues.
Px'oduwtion systems as Theories
Production systems offer an explanation of buman
behavior at the information processing level (Newell &
Sibon, 1972). They are only one of many forms of programming system that can be used to describe behavior

L
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-in informatiork-processIng terms- As we have seen in
PSG, tha-production system itself haa become the -arrter of the aasi
yaliological atstzptions-the system
arcniCecture of ySC L; taken to be the system architeetuti of thn human info6614oa processing system.
lunhis rei pect" these systems represent an evolution
programming,langwse systems, such as LISP, IPL,
SNOWL J.aad even more, ALCOL and FORTRAN).
In these
earlfr-gip
-.
s thp programming language was an Osseotiallyfseittral afftr,
4eigned for the user to write
his specit fic systems.
wn-prtsction systems, as rep-. resented by P30, any particular set of productions
represenLa a possible mov..ntary performance organization
of a human subject.
The evolution to a theory-laden programming language, to use a term of Fylyshyn, appears to me a
major advance. By th. san2e coin, however, the language
is not neutral, so that variations in the psychological
theory imply variations in the programming system. A
moment's reflection will show hew wide is the potential
variation in system architecture. The STH can be run
accordingto many disciplines: last-!n first-out, as
now; first-in first-out, whic:. preserves order; random
replacement in a fixed set of addresaable cells; a circulating loop, which provides another fore of rehearsal,
etc.
The matching rules can be varied: vo multiple
variables in the condition; only single levels in the
condition (nor nested expressions); no recognition of
absence; etc. The operations can be varied: a decoding
operation that simply dumps the contents into STH,
rather than the encoding operation as now; etc. The
selection of productions can be varied: more than one
satisfied production producing a psychologically meaningful conflict state; evocation of a production leading
to an automatic refractory state that inhibits reevocation immediately; etc. The timing model can be
varied: parallel processing in the action sequence;
matching time dependent on the elements in the satisfied condition.
Listing many alternatives emphasizes that PSG is
only one member of the class of psychologically relevant
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pit,,,U,
t
i yen..
JIespilte thi.s variety, production
9yt Lt :; .u; .i rl;"; inilcorporate some psychological
ý..s•5nnptielo;
that set-in highly planAbhie.
(OIn
Is the
rocogyij-.'-:ict c Vc 1 of activity in WhItch Ole 111.u1,1n
'e~tni
Ly i''cognl z,,, some features in the situation
and act.; acc-urdingly.
Another is making, th01 Jocus of
the conditio
correspond to those aspects of the situation that the subject is momentarily aware of, and
the i-lcttijfaicaJon of this as the relevant short term
menuery.
Yet another, though it applies to a somewhat
naa-rower class of systems, is the-Thcorporation of
eticoding into all STM processing, not simply as an
i dded lnlechanim| l.
The st•ucture of production system models, as
we have descrihed them here, are seriously deficievn.
in several respects.
They do not model the perceptual
component, including the various buffer memories and
the cont:rol interface between perceptual structures
and the colte(nSL of STM (see Newell, 1972).
They do
not model L1T1, especially the acquisition of new information.
We took the contents of LIN as consisting of
productions, but never defined the way new productions
were to be created.
They do not model the motor apparatus, including the control interface to the contents
of STN and the actions of productions.
These missing
aspects c-ripple the model with respect to many phenomena, though there is no reason why the model should not
be extended appropriately.
Completenece
Production systemLs, like other programming systems
and mathematical theories, are complete in the sense
of producing theoretical consequences that are deductions from the theory.
We are interested also in comIs the theory complete for
pleteness of another sort.
the phenomena of interest? Does it provide a vehicle
of sufficient richness and scope to model what appears
to need modeling? Production system models, like other
so-called simulation models, seem to have this completeThis is often expressed by saying that they perness.
Thus PS.ST7 not only is a theory
form what they model.
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of i, kma'ry ( Ia.;! f iccation; it can do binary cl.ssifIAs lotg as the interent of the psychologist
caiLon.
remains focussed on the performannc~--f the task, includilng ito behavioral details, a production theory claims
theoretical coverage (though of course it can be dead
predictions).
wrong in its
It is useful to compare this situation with some
of the other techniques we currently use for describing
As commented upon in the
our processing thwories.
companion paper (Newell, this volume, Chapter 6), the
theoretical structure of work on the immediate processor has been dominated by the classification of
We have serial versus parallel, exhaustive
mvchanisms.
versus preattentive,
versus self-terminating, attetIve
Such terms hold low-level generalizations
and so on.
Suppose
resulting from the experimental studies.
Is the human, then,
PS.ST7 were the actual mechanism.
a serial or a parallel system? It appears to be parallel
on selecting productions, serial on executing
micro-sequences of actions, parallel on examining STM,
serial on the order of that parallel examination as
revealed by shielding of one STM element by another.
Within
search exhaustive or self-terminating?
Is its
a given task there are production systems of each type.
Slightly more complex systems would yield strategies
that mix the type of search conditionally within a given
Is something pre-attentive or attentive? We
trial.
The point is
found it hard to ascertain that as well.
not that a given system does not give rise to classifiThe present system has sharp distinctions,
cations.
e.g., between the use of STH and of the variable memory,
or between sequences of actions and the evocation of a
The point is that the
sequence of recognitions on STM.
existing classifications don't seem to help much in
describing more complete systems.
Flow diagrams have become a primary vehicle for,
expressing theories of processing, and they represent
a substantial advance on the simple classification of
There is an example in the paper by Cooper
mechanisms.
and Shepard (Chapter 3) in the present sympo-;ium, which
summarizes well a processing structure that might give
rise to their experimental results.
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VhiaL it; the relationship between production syr;tceis
and flow illagram.n as they are used in the psychological
literature? Tihe flow diagram provides a precise model
of control flow--of what follows what.I0 It provides
a frame within which informal specification of operaitions can be made (the little
descriptive phrases that
go In the boxes).
It does not provide any way of disciplining the structures so built up.
As noted, the
operations themselves are informal.
Sometimes, as in
some of the diagrams it Sternberg (1970), the boxes
appear so elementary as to be well-defined (e.g., a
comparator, a match register, etc.), but in fact the
flow diagram still
remains informal.
More important from the present view, there is no
discipline on the control structure.
There are neither
primitives of control, nor ways of determining that
additional apparatus or processing must occur to effect
control.
The effect of this is to make the flow diagram unique to each task.
It must of course be unique
in some way since the tasks are different.
But there
is then no way to assert when two different flow diagrams represent the same processing mechanism.
The production system, on the other hand, provides
a complete set of primitives and determines what auxiliary control processing is necessary to perform a task.
This comparison between tasks is possible.
This is not
a peculiar property of production systems, of course,
but is true of any programming system.
Writing programs
in SNOBOL or FORTRAN would do as well, methodologically,
except that their underlying structure does not mirror
reasonable psychological assumptions about the human
system architccture.
The virtue of the flow diagram is that it expresses
clearly the independence and ordering of stages derived
experieentally by careful design (e.g., Sternberg, 1969).
Flow diagrams, by their very incompleteness, do not

"10 Besides

flow diagrams, which show control flow,
block diagrams, which show data flow, are also used.
The remarks of this section apply equally well to both.
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over-connIt clwir user to more than what the data say.
Thus they are good for summ•arlzing expertiwntal data,
at tLh sunc time that they are weak for constructing
theory.

The Problem of

M4ethods

Variability over subjects comes in large part from
the variation in the methods (strategy, program, ... )
they use for a task. Thit. is conjectural, of course,
but much evidence supports it.
A major contribution
of a detailed theory of control is to make possible
the proper posing of the question of what method a
subject used for a given task. It does this by providing the space of all methods (based on the constants
of system architecture and the primitive operations)
for a subject.
Titus, the problem of discovering the
method takes the form of a programming problem.
As we
illustrated, there are often many solutions, i.e.,
many
production systems that perform the task, but these
can be generated and analysed, and scientific reasons
found for selecting one over another within the limited
set.
This is a quite different situation than currently,
where anything seems possible in discussing what might
go in a subjeci's performance.
This formulation of the problem of methods comes
not just from the use of a precise language (e.g., a
simulation language).
It comes from the identification
of the space of all programs defined by the system with
the space of all programs feasible for the subject.
A theory of control is more important to analyzing
methods than just another aspect of the total system
necessary to complete specification.
Much of what goes
on in information processing is control.
Almost every
operation in a large complex program does nothing except
arrange things so something else can do something.
This
appears to hold for both humans and computers.
ror
instance, Dansereau (1969) found it to be true of humans
doing mental multiplication (e.g., 36 x 152).
The times
for the additions and multiplications--the productive
part of the process, so to speak--played a small role
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compartrd to Lhe times for fixation, operand ponitioninp,
eLC.
Th! same is certainly true of the theory as developed in this paper.
The decoding hypothesls is in fact
a form of the same magicians trick, in which the actions
that taLe: time are not the apparently productive part
(Lhe iVterated test for identity), but a preparatory
pirce of housekeeping.
In short, methods are mostly
control, so that any theory of methods must operate
within an explicit theory of control.

The Probi e, of Scope
How to construct theories that range over a wide
diversity of tasks is a major issue for psychology.
To do so would seem to require a theory that was
specific about those aspects of structure and content
that in fact were used in common in diverse tasks.
A
detailed theory of the control structure would seem
to offer this, since it specifies the common architecture and the boundaries within which a task-specific
method can be sought.
The evidence we have presented that production
systems will indeed make a major contribution to this
Issue is still
meager.
In this paper we applied the
theory only to a couple of tasks.
The original production system was applied to a puzzle, a much vaster
task than any discussed here, and there are some other
applications in Newell (1972).
The PSG production
system by Kiahr (Chapter 11) in this volume provides
one more example.
All these efforts provide evidencZ-L-only about half
the issue.
They show that it is relatively easy to
construct a theory in a new task environment that is
responsive to the empirical issues in that environment.
One obtains, as well, strong comparability.
For
instance, Klahr's counting production system can be
examined in conjunction with the Sternberg one here.
In an important sense they are the same system, since
they both use PSG and therefore make the same assumptions about underlying structure.
llowever, the constants of the time model differ.
Klahr also uses

'I
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replacement operator.--(X -- > Y) replaces the symbol X
in an elenient with the symbol Y--whereas the model here
uses only the encode operator, (**).
This leads to a
quite different style of programming.
Some of his
conditions are very long and raise question:; about
whether con;3trainLs should exist on the size or complexity of conditions.
This collection of production systems does not
constitute a coherent theory for the set of tasks
involved. To do so, they must be melded together into
a ningle production system that performs all the tasks,
corresponding to the total organization of a single
human.
Such a production system will have productions
that are unique to each task. But it must face scrutiny
about using disparate mechanisms for common operations.
It must also handle the instructional problem, since
something in the environment must select out the performance relevant to the task at hand. The interaction
of the instnrctions with the task performance program
insap mch .,'ntriI to control as the internal part of
the performance program.
It is predictable that a full
fledged theory of task instruction will be required.
I stress Lhe creation of a single production eye-

Loin to l•oIUtollt tlho

uonflud perforuanoe oi 11 w of

tasks. This seems to me the only way to validate a
Ll19ofy of MIMIrol, Wu aw IW the diuounsuion of tho
baolc ,terniberg parnadim that ontly degrees of froedom
were av4|abl&e, though they ahovwi up as alternAtives
In morhod, r;jthwr toien fredom of parAwtor nettings,
This arises primarily because the datum taken from a
single trial Is sd sfs11 (iE
kWkai~ll tee•-ttoh tfb)
compared to the complexity of the system that generates
it.
To eompensate, behavior In many disparate tanks
must be obtained, so that finally the mechanisms and
methods being used become uniquely identified.
My own
personal estimate is that a model of the control structure should claim to handle some dozens of diverse
experiments before it is a genuine contender. The
present theory, though promising, still
has a ways to
go.
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It should -be noted in passing that the-theory
refers to individual psikormance wIth a specific
method. -Thus aIl forms of aggregation raise the spectre
of averagiqg over disparate wethods, hence producing
• ed~stimates. Thus one is driven towards collectinv
""
-dreporting-dataOnly On individual subjects, and
even t• ereinot averaging disparate performances.

-- M Prospeott for this Aw.tiou4ar Theory
As aned4, ±he present theory is only nascent. A
few words might be said about its prospects. Missing
from the codel aS it stands is a theLry of error. The
theory makes only tine predictioeq. Errors are indeed
possible in the system, due to incorrect programs and
"to limited STN. Both of these sources are important
in some task environment..
Neither of thea appears
to provide the errors that occur, say, in a Sternberg
paradigm. The current theory has implicit In it a
model of error, but whether it will work out is not yet
clear. It is worth stating because it transforms the
theory in an interesting way.
Take STM as having indefinite length but being
sufficiently unreliable so that there is an increasing
probability of an element disappearing entirely.
Whether this is decay with time, with activity or what
•-:'-not is secondary. The fate of each element is somewhat
independent so that early ones can disappear before later ones. This I& the primary error source, from which
error propagates to all casks according to .the strategy
with which the subject operates. Such a strengthening
of the unreliability assumption will reinforce the
encoding hypothesis, so that all tesks meut be dealt
with by encoding. The role of STM becomes one of holding a few items after decoding (dumping into STH) to be
picked up quickly by coupled productions, and of holding
a few items strung out prior to encoding isco a new
chunk. Thus the short term capacity is not the length
(or expected length) of STH, but is compOsed from the
size of codes and the space for their decoding. For
example, a short term capacity of seven might occur via
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a chunk of three and four, with the STY nolding four
items reliably enough to get them decoded and emitted.
,-Thus, no memory structure exista in the system that
has a capacity of seven. In particular the STH would
appear to be misnamed.
As we have-already mentioned, the theory is missing perceptual mechanisms, effector mechanisms and a
good theory of LTM acquisition. All of these are
secrious. The question of how to acquire new, productions
Seems to me the most serious of all. In part this is
because i-eknow it to be a hard problem, whereas the,
others appear to be simoly aspects that have not received their share of attention.
All existing theory is delightfully vague on the
mechanism of LTM acquisition. Itais tied somehow to
amount of residence in STh, measured either by time or
by rehearsals,, But what is stored is left unspecified.
Proposing to create a new production makes clear that
decisions (by the system) must be made about both conditions and actions., The condition is essentially the
access path. The action is essentially the content,
though it consists of both passive content (elements
to STM) and active content (operators).
Since there
is good, though indirect, evidence that humans do not
have voluntary control of the acquisition process (i.e.,
operators for constructing productions, which can be
part of actions), there must be some more automatic
process for learning. Its structure is a puzzle.
The fate of the decoding hypothesis is extremely
uncertain. The appeal of an indirect non-obvious
expl1nation of a major regularity in behavior must be
resisted. There are an immense number of studies whose
interpretation seen straightforward in terms of linear
search. Unitil the decoding hypothesis is shown to be
compatible with many more of these than the present
paper has considered, the hypothesis should be taken
as a strictly secondary challenger.
However, the
emph~sis that it gives to the processes of coding and
decoding seems certainly on the right track.
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